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Comments on Summary (avtoreferat) of the thesis submitted for the
degree of a Candidate of Science in physics and mathematics by
l4argarita Choulga "predstavlenie ozer v modelyah pogody i kl imata:
vneshnie paranetry, ob' ektivnyi analiz temperatury poverhnosti vody
i verif j .katsiya" for special isation 25.00.30 - rneteorology,
climatology, agrometeorology

The thesis by Margarita Choulga is devoted to the influence of lakes on atmospherc. It focuses on the
impact of the lake d€pth to the results of numerical weather prediction (NWp) models. The main
outcome of the work is the improved Clobal Lake Data Base (GLDB, version 3), containing gridded
data on the depth of the lakes. These data are necessary for NWp and climate models. which ;btain
thei lower boundary conditions over lakes - the lake surface watef temperature (LSWT) and ice cover
- by using lake models sucl as the Freshwater Lake Model (Flake) for the prognostic parametrization
of lake thermodlnamics. The improvement of GLDB, suggested by the author, consists of using
geological information for indfect definition of the mean depth ofthousands of medium and small
lakes (twically, ofthe size less rhan 200 km,) where the measured depths may nor be available. This is
a novel approach, which allows to significantly increase the realism of the description oI the lake
properties in the atmospheric models, applied anjMhere on the globe.

For the initialisation, NWP models may also utilize objective analysis of LSWT observa[ons, r.e.
interpolation of the iregularly distsibuted real-time measurements to the Nwp model erid. The
available observatioDs are based on local insfumental measurernents and, jlcreaslngly. on satellite
data. For the objective analysis, knowledge of the statistical structure of the LSWT distribution is
necessary. Autocorrelation firnctions, applied in the optimal interpolation, allow the optimal usage of
the existing LSWT observations, also their extrapolation from one lake to another Thi author suggests
to take into account, in addition to the usually applied distance between points, also the lake depth
differences. Fot example, LSWT of a deep lake may be more correlated to LSWT of another d;ep hke
than to that of the nearest shallow lake. This is also a novel approach and the autocorrelation functions
depending on both variables, which are calculared in this woik based on s-year measurements on 27
Finnish lakes. are ready for tesdng in NWp models.

Influence of the lake depth, given by the GLDB, on the lake water temperature distribution, predicted
by Flake, is demonstrated by the author in t\ro cases. One is a case study in January 2012 in the
vicinity of Lake Ladoga, where the High Resoludon Limited Afea Mode'l (HIRLAM) was applied for
weather forecast. It is shown that a realistic estimate of the Lake Ladoga bathymetry was crucial for
the correct forecast of cloudiness and screenlevel temperature in the Eastern Finland. In this
anticyclonic situation, the local weather was determined by rle state of ice cover over Lake Ladosa.
Anorher validarion was done over tie lake Klryvesi, Cenr;l Finland. where diflerenr lake depths"were
tested using stand-alone Fl,ake. The results are shown to depend on depth differently in diffe;ent
thermal states of the lakes, related to the annual cycle. Both the Ladogi and Kyyves! cases confirm
that the model results are indeed sensitive to the variations ofthe lake depth, and thus the improved
knowledge of the values of this characteristic is essential.

The results presented by the author for the defense of the dissenation have been published in an
international peer-reviewed joumal (concerning GLDB) and in a local publication series (validation
study on Lake KlJvesi). Publication of the results related to statistical structure of LSWT observations
(autoconelation functions), is also desirable based on the dissenadon. All results have been presented
in several intemational workshops on lakes in numerical weather prediction. The summary allows to
undersrand rhe conrenr\ of the study, mdin fearures of the methodi and sienilicance of rie;esult5. A
tew criLical remarks to rhe summdry could be made:

- The method of derivation lake depths from geological information is explained in detail in the
summary (p.11-12). However, it is difficult to follow the description because some definitions remain
uncleat For example, what is meant with the usage of the list of lakes v.s. the usage of lake pixels
from the digital map? Does the latter mean GLDB, v1 or something else?
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- The hdilect estimates of lake deptls have been validated against new data from-353 Finnish lakes

ro.ijf rt i, .r,or" tt"t tr,e mean ibsolute and RMs enor of the lake dept6s 6LDB v3 is smaller than

ffi;i;l;;;;-";;" d"alls of the data used for validation are given jn comparison to the alrcady

avaitaUk aata ln cios over the area. In the future, this limited-aEa validation could be

complemented with studies over larger/different areas of the globe'

- In the summary, all figues are shown in the black and white, which makes them almost impossible

o ini"rp."t. rrtJ,"tutt"-of the Lake Kyyvesi study, all given in the text' are comPlicated to follow (p'

17-19). [t would have been better to present them in the form of a table or graptucs'

These ctitical comments do not alter the overall positive impression ofthe study. In my opinion, the

uotfror. oi t1" aiaa"*tion has made an extensive and imponant work, oblaining resulE valuable for the

iti"-",i"""i i*"tpft*ic and lake modelling communiijes Based on the.slmm:,ry' th,e work without

ao-oti *""i. ,ft" suirt"." Attestation Comis;ion (vAK) requirements and the author deserves the

deg.ee of the c"nditlate of physico-mathematical sciences in the specialisation 25'00-30'
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